3R/H's Class Focus

- 3R/H has had a busy time working on their HSIE unit on China during 2nd term. The projects completed by students were presented beautifully, either on card, in special books or on a USB. Craft activities included making Chinese lanterns and dragons. Mr Lowe kindly cooked us some sweet and savoury Chinese dumplings early this term. They were really yummy, especially the savoury ones, as they tasted like dim-sims.

- Third term commenced with NAIDOC week, and we illustrated a lovely Aboriginal story written by a local Elder, called 'Going for walks with Nan'. We also produced some lovely platypus dot paintings.

- This term we are studying National Parks as part of our HSIE unit. We found our prior knowledge of this topic was quite good and we explored further by reading factual texts about Australian National Parks. We are looking forward to visiting Crystal Kingdom in week 5 and early in term 4, we will have our major excursion to the Warrumbungles to understand more about our National Parks.

We can't wait!